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Famous Foods in Aleppo 

 
 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 
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English translation:  
 
Sarah: Okay, you told us about food in Aleppo, and you said that food in Aleppo is very 
delicious.  What are the most famous dishes that you can mention to us?  
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Najah: Kebbeh. 
 

Sarah: Kebbeh, aha? 
 

Najah: All types of kebbeh there.  
 

Sarah: What is kebbeh, exactly?  
 

Sarah: Kebbeh is grain and meat -- no no, no, it is grain and onions first. They put them 
together. There is a machine called the Kebbeh machine1; then most of the time inside the 
kebbeh …for example, if it’s grilled kebbeh, it has meat inside of it. Fried also has meat 
inside of it, but they differ in shapes.  
 

Najah: This is a very famous dish in Syria, right? 
 

Sarah: Yes, of course, one of the most famous dishes; kebab, mahashi are famous too, I 
mean.  
 

Najah: Mahashi?2 Mehshi?3 
 

Sarah: Mehshi. 
 

Najah: Could you also tell us a little bit about mehshi?  
 

Sarah: I mean, for example, here, for example, mehshi of eggplants: they core the inside 
of the eggplant, hmmm, and they stuffed with rice and meat inside of it … of course, 
Aleppo food has many tastes, so they add, for example, tomato water.  
 

Najah: Aha. 
 

Sarah: And inside of it, meat and rice, they stuff them in the core, and they cook squash 
with it [meaning that it’s cooked in a similar fashion]. Pumpkin, we have a dish called 
pumpkin -- we have that too.  
 

Sarah: And they cook these [dishes]; they put them on fire4 for a long time, right? 
 

Najah: Yes, of course, no less than two to three hours.  
 

Sarah: The Syrian food, in general, has an importance in people’s life, right? 
 

Najah: Yes, of course.  
 

                                                 
1 A kitchen appliance, specifically for making Kebbeh. 
2 Plural of mehshi. 
3 A famous Syrian dish, the word means “stuffed.” 
4 An expression that means cooking something.  



Sarah: I mean, for them, it is the most important?!  
 

Najah: Food is important here, I mean, for example, lunch … a day won’t pass when, I 
mean, I expect the Syrian society to cook.  
 

Sarah: I mean, for example, suppose, lets say most of the time, I guess the woman is the 
one who cooks in the family? 
 

Najah: Yes, of course.  
 

Sarah: There is, there is …. 
 

Najah: There are good men who would cook, but, I mean, these are …. They have a 
name here, that they are good men -- “they cook,” you know. But in general, no, the man 
isn’t responsible for something like that.  
 

Sarah: How many hours would the woman spend cooking? 
 

Najah: Wallah,5 our parents almost spend the entire day in the kitchen, between 
preparing breakfast … they finish breakfast, they wash the dishes, eat breakfast, start 
lunch, finish lunch, then kids would want dinner … they spend a long time.  
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5 Means “with God”; it refers to swearing by God and is overused as a filler word.  


